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SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
HYPERSONIC LOW-WAVE-DRAG ELLIPTICAL-BODY—TAIL COMBINATIONS
AS AFFECTED BY CHANGES IN STABILIZER CONFIGURATION
By Bernard Spencer, Jr., and Roger H. Fournier
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
An investigation has been made in the Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel through a
Mach number range from 1.50 to 4.63 to determine systematically the effects of the addi-
tion and position of outboard stabilizers and vertical- and vee-tail configurations on the
performance and stability characteristics of a low-wave-drag elliptical body. The body
had a longitudinal area distribution conforming to the theoretical shape required to mini-
mize the zero-lift hypersonic wave drag under the geometric constraints of given length
and volume. The elliptical cross section had an axis ratio of 2 (major axis horizontal)
and an equivalent fineness ratio of 6.14. Base-mounted outboard stabilizers were tested
at various dihedral angles from 90° to -90° with and without a single center-line vertical
tail or a vee-tail. The angle of attack was varied from about -6° to 27° at sideslip angles
of 0° and 5° and a constant Reynolds number of 4.58 x 106 (based on body length).
The addition of the outboard stabilizers at 0° dihedral to the basic body resulted in
increases in untrimmed maximum lift-drag ratio at the lower Mach numbers. Untrimmed
performance increments due to the addition of the outboard stabilizers decreased as Mach
number increased to 4.63. Increasing the stabilizer dihedral angle from 0° (positively or
negatively) resulted in losses in maximum lift-drag ratio.
An examination of the out-of-trim moment occurring at maximum lift-drag ratio
indicated considerably less out-of-trim moment for the stabilizers at positive dihedral
than at negative dihedral of equal magnitude.
Addition of the outboard stabilizers at 0° dihedral angle had a favorable effect on
the center of pressure, especially at the higher Mach numbers. Positive effective dihe-
dral was noted for all positive-dihedral outboard-stabilizer configurations at positive
angles of attack at all Mach numbers. A region of negative effective dihedral occurred at
low angles of attack for the stabilizers at negative dihedral, especially at the lower test
Mach numbers.
The addition of a center-line vertical tail to the configuration having outboard sta-
bilizers at positive or negative dihedral caused large adverse yaw at angles of attack
above about 12° to 16° at Mach numbers up to 2.86. This effect disappeared at Mach
numbers of 3.96 to 4.63, as the vertical tail became shadowed and the local flow
approached hypersonic conditions (i.e., reduced vortex strength). These results at high
supersonic Mach numbers correspond approximately to those obtained at Mach 10 in a
previous investigation.
INTRODUCTION
Numerous studies have been directed toward increasing the aerodynamic perfor-
mance attainable from a class of volumetrically efficient lifting bodies at hypersonic
speeds. Some of this effort has been in the form of wind-tunnel tests at hypersonic
speeds on bodies having various longitudinal contours and cross-sectional shapes (refs. 1
to 6). Results of these studies have indicated that improvements in hypersonic perfor-
mance can be attained by selection of proper longitudinal and transverse contours that
satisfy particular design considerations such as length and volume, rather than using an
equivalent cone. In addition, experimental results have indicated that, for a given cross-
sectional shape, minimum-wave-drag bodies which are designed in accordance with the
methods of references 7 and 8 have supersonic as well as hypersonic aerodynamic per-
formance equal to or better than that for similarly constrained power-law bodies previ-
ously investigated. (See refs. 1 and 3.) Performance is often of prime concern, depend-
ing on the cruise or cross range desired. However, the configuration and location of
stabilizing surfaces to reduce trim penalties are of equal importance for realistic opera-
tional vehicles.
Accordingly, a low-wave-drag body designed from volume and length constraints
(ref. 8) has been used as the basic shape, and a systematic study has been initiated to
determine the effects of the location of various horizontal and vertical stabilizer combi-
nations on both the stability and performance characteristics of the body. Previous
results obtained at hypersonic and transonic speeds have been reported in references 9
and 10, respectively. It is the purpose of this paper to present results for the same con-
figuration at Mach numbers from 1.50 to 4.63. The tests were made at angles of attack
from about -6° to 27° for angles of sideslip of 0° and 5° and a constant Reynolds number
of 4.58 x 106 (based on body length).
SYMBOLS
Longitudinal data are referred to the stability-axis system and lateral-directional
data are referred to the body-axis system. All coefficients are normalized with respect
to the projected planform area, length, and span of the body alone. The moment refer-
ence point was on the body center line at 55 percent of the body length.
a semimajor axis of ellipse at base of body (semispan of body), m (ft)
A body aspect ratio,
A^ base area of body,
b semiminor axis of ellipse (one-half the base height of body), m (ft)
Dra£cCn drag coefficient, —-2.u
 qS
Op . minimum drag coefficient
CL lift coefficient, ^~
8CLC., lift-curve slope, —— at a ~ 0°, per deg
,, „. , ,.. . , Rolling momentC7 rolling-moment coefficient,6
 2aqS
AC;Cj effective-dihedral parameter, -, from values of Cj for /3 ~ 0° and 5°,
per deg
_ . . . . , ,.,.. . , Pitching momentCm pitching-moment coefficient, qSZ
CN normal-force coefficient, Normal force1N
 qS
_ . , ,.,. . , Yawing momentCn yawing-moment coefficient, s
2aqS
Cn directional-stability parameter, -, from values of Cn for /3 ~ 0° and 5°,
P A/3
per deg
n - Pbase-pressure coefficient,
side-force coefficient,
oo
q
Side force
qS
ACYCy side-force parameter, -, from values of Cy for /3 ~ 0° and 5°, per deg
f equivalent fineness ratio,
2\/ab
I length of body, 0.508 m (1.667 ft)
L/D lift-drag ratio
(L/D)max maximum lift-drag ratio
M Mach number
Poo free-stream static pressure, N/m2 (Ib/ft2)
Pk base pressure, N/m2 (Ib/ft2)
q dynamic pressure, N/m2 (Ib/ft2)
r radius
S projected planform area of body, m^ (ft2)
S^ exposed planform area of outboard stabilizers, m2 (ft2)
Sy exposed planform area of vertical tail (O.SS^J
ftC*
x ~/l' center-of-pressure location in percent body length (a ~ 0°), 0.55 —
F/
 %
 8CN
a angle of attack, deg
/3 angle of sideslip, deg
TS outboard-stabilizer dihedral angle (fig. 1), deg
Qv tail dihedral angle, deg; the axis of rotation is the body longitudinal axis
(fig. 1)
MODEL
The model was an elliptical low-wave-drag body designed under the geometric con-
straints of volume and length (ref. 7) with an equivalent fineness ratio of 6.14. The axis
ratio of the cross section was 2 with the major axis horizontal. Details of the model are
presented in figure 1 and photographs of the model are presented in figure 2.
The outboard horizontal stabilizers were mounted with trailing edge coincident with
the base of the model, had a leading-edge sweep of 65°, a delta planform, and a constant
leading-edge radius of 0.165 cm (0.065 in.) as measured normal to the leading edge.
(See fig. 1.) The total exposed area of each outboard stabilizer was 7.15 percent of the
projected body planform area. The stabilizing surfaces were wedge shaped in cross sec-
tion and had an included angle of 3° which resulted in a blunt trailing edge.
The vee-tail (6V = 30°) and the single center-line vertical tail (#v = 90°) were iden-
tical in planform and cross section to the horizontal stabilizers. (See fig. 1.)
APPARATUS AND METHODS
Tunnel
The investigation was performed in both the low and high Mach number test sections
of the Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel. The tunnel is a variable-pressure, return-flow
type with both test sections approximately 1.22 m (4 ft) square and 2.13 m (7 ft) long.
The nozzles leading to each test section have asymmetric sliding blocks which permit
variations of Mach number from approximately 1.50 to 2.90 in the low Mach number test
section and from 2.30 to 4.63 in the high Mach number test section.
Tests and Corrections
Forces and moments were measured by means of a six-component electrical 'strain-
gage balance. The model was sting supported and attached to a remotely operated angle-
of-attack mechanism. The tests were made through a range of angles of attack from'about
-6° to 27° at sideslip angles of 0° and 5° and a constant Reynolds number of 4.58 x 106
(based on body length). All angles of attack and sideslip have been corrected for deflec-
tion of the balance and sting due to aerodynamic loads. The angles of attack were also
corrected for tunnel flow misalinement. Static-pressure measurements were taken at the
base of the model and the data are presented in the form of pressure coefficients in fig-
ure 3. The drag results presented herein represent gross drag, that is, drag uncorrected
for base pressure effects.
Test Conditions
The Mach numbers, stagnation pressures, and stagnation temperatures were as
follows:
M
1.50
1.90
2.36
2.86
3.96
4.63
Stagnation pressure
kN/m2
73.26
83.55
103.66
134.88
253.48
345.98
lb/ft2, abs
1530
1745
2165
2817
5294
7226
Stagnation temperature
K
338
338
338
338
352
352
OF
150
150
150
150
175
175
The stagnation dewpoint was maintained sufficiently low (238 K (-30° F)) to insure
that no appreciable condensation effects would be encountered in the test sections.
Transition strips 0.16 cm (1/16 in.) wide composed of No. 60 sand were located,
in accordance with the methods prescribed in reference 11, 3.05 cm (1.2 in.) aft of the
apex of the model nose and 0.43 cm (0.17 in.) aft of the leading edge of the horizontal and
vertical tails (measured normal to the leading edge).
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
Basic longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics and summary lateral-directional
and longitudinal characteristics are presented in the following figures for the various con-
figurations tested.
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics:
Effect of addition of outboard stabilizers (Fs = 0°) and vertical tails
(0V = 30° and 90°) to the basic body
Effect of outboard-stabilizer dihedral angles:
Vertical tails off; Fs
Center vertical tail on;
Vertical tails off; Fs
Center vertical tail on;
Vee-tail on; Fs =
Figure
- 0° to 90°
 FQ = 0° to 90°™ O
- 0° to -90°
 Fs = 0° to -90°
to -90°
. . . 5
6
. . 7
8
9
Figure
Summary of lateral-directional stability characteristics:
Effect of addition of outboard stabilizers (Ts = 0°) and vertical tails
(0v = 30° and 90°) to the basic body 10
Effect of outboard-stabilizer dihedral angles:
Vertical tails off; Ts = 0° to 90° 11
Center vertical tail on; rs = 0° to 90° 12
Vertical tails off; Fs = 0° to -90° 13
Center vertical tail on; Ts = 0° to -90° 14
Vee-tail on; Ts = 0° to -90° . 15
Summary of longitudinal aerodynamic parameters as a function of Mach number:
Effect of addition of outboard stabilizers (Ts = 0°) and vertical tails
(#v = 30° and 90°) to the basic body 16
Effect of outboard-stabilizer dihedral angles:
Center vertical tail on; rs = 0° to 90Q 17
Center vertical tail on; Ts = 0° to -90° 18
Vee-tail on; Ts = 0° to -90° 19
Effect of addition of outboard stabilizers and variation of dihedral angle on
maximum lift-drag ratio 20
Effect of outboard-stabilizer dihedral angle on Cm at (L/D)max 21
DISCUSSION
Longitudinal Aerodynamic Characteristics
Addition of stabilizing surfaces.- The addition of the outboard stabilizers (Ts = 0°)
to the body resulted in large increases in CL and CQ
 mjn, especially at the lower
Mach numbers (see fig. 4 and summary of data in fig. 16). Resultant increases in untrim-
med (L/D)max from about 2.1 to 2.45 occurred at M = 1.5 and from about 3.05 to 3.30
at M = 4..63, or about 16.6 and 8.2 percent, respectively. The larger increases in
(L/D)max noted at the lower Mach numbers result from the improvement in drag due to
lift caused by addition of the lifting surfaces to the body, since the local flow over the sta-
bilizer is subsonic and some efficiency (leading-edge suction) is retained. Similar results
were noted in reference 10 at transonic speeds. At the highest Mach numbers, however,
as flow approaches near-hyper sonic conditions less improvement in (L/D)max results.
This effect is further illustrated in figure 20. For hypersonic conditions (ref. 9) signifi-
cant losses (approximately 15 percent) in (L/D)max resulted from addition of the sta-
bilizing surfaces to the body.
The addition of either the single center-line vertical tail or the vee-tail results in
a slight reduction in (L/D)max (fig. 16) at all Mach numbers. Increasing the Mach
number results in increased (L/D)max for any given configuration because of the
reduction in base drag (fig. 3) which accompanies increasing Mach number.
As shown in figures 17 to 19 the addition of the outboard stabilizers (rs = 0°) on
the longitudinal stability characteristics of the body causes large rearward shifts in
xcp/l from about 0.55 (body alone) to 0.76 at M = 1.50 and from about 0.56 to 0.67 at
the highest test Mach number.
Effects of dihedral angle.- The basic longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics,
showing the effect of changing the outboard-stabilizer dihedral angle with or without the
center-line vertical tail or vee-tail, are presented in figures 5 to 9, and are summarized
in figures 17 to 19 (0V = 90° or 30°). Increasing rs (positively or negatively) results in
losses in CL and (L/D)max (except for rs = -30° at the lower test Mach numbers,
fig. 20) and considerably less rearward shift in xCp/Z, as would be expected (figs. 17
to 19).
The variation of pitching moment with angle of attack for negative dihedral of the
outboard stabilizers (figs. 7 and 8) indicates continually increasing stability with increas-
ing angle of attack at all Mach numbers. Nonlinear variations of Cm with angle of
attack occur for the stabilizers at positive dihedral (figs. 5 and 6), especially at M = 1.50
to M = 2.36. Reduced stability is noted in the angle-of-attack range of approximately 4°
to 12° and increased stability at the higher angles of attack. These effects disappear as
Mach number is increased above M = 2.36.
An examination of the out-of-trim moment occurring at (L/D)max (fig. 21) indi-
cates considerably less out-of-trim moment for the stabilizers at positive dihedral than
at negative dihedral of equal magnitude. Therefore, less control deflection and resul-
tantly less trim-drag penalty would be incurred by use of the positive-dihedral stabilizers.
These effects are shown at all test Mach numbers, with the largest difference noted near
transonic speeds.
Lateral-Directional Characteristics
Addition of stabilizing surfaces.- The effects of the addition of outboard stabilizers
(rs = 0°) on the lateral-directional stability parameters with and without the center-line
vertical tail or vee-tail are shown in figure 10. These data indicate that the stabilizers
provide a positive increment in Cnft at angles of attack above about 6° at low Mach num-
bers and at all test angles of attack at the higher Mach numbers. This favorable effect of
the stabilizers on Cno is probably caused by a slight rearward shift in center of pres-
sure due to windward tail drag with increase in Mach number and angle of attack. This
favorable effect of the stabilizers was also noted at M = 10.03 in reference 9.
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The addition of the center-line vertical tail (0V = 90°) to the body with outboard
stabilizers (rs = 0°) provides large increases in CnQ at low to moderate angles of
attack, but results in adverse yaw contribution at high angles of attack (above about 12°
to 16°), especially at the lower Mach numbers (up to M = 2.86) (fig. 10). The adverse
effect of the center-line vertical tail on Cno was also noted near M = 1.0 in refer-
ence 10 and is believed to arise from the effect of vortices at high subsonic and low super-
sonic speeds. At higher Mach numbers, the vortex action diminishes as flow conditions
approach those associated with hypersonic characteristics, and the adverse effect of the
vertical tail at the higher angles of attack disappears. (See fig. I0(f), M = 4.63.) The
indication is that the small-span tail is entirely in the region of influence of the body shed
vortex sheet with the windward side under an adverse pressure influence, thereby creating
adverse yaw. This effect has been noted previously in reference 12. (See tail span
effects near M = 1.0 in ref. 12.)
The addition of the vee-tail to the body with outboard stabilizers (Ts = 0°) results
in the highest value of Cn for any of the configurations at all Mach numbers (fig. 10).
In addition, the large losses in Cno at high angles of attack, and particularly at the
lower test Mach numbers, for the configurations with the center-line vertical tail are not
incurred with the vee-tail, since the rollout of the vee-tail surfaces removes them from
the influence of the strong body vortex.
Effects of dihedral angle.- The effects of increases in the positive dihedral angle of
the outboard stabilizers on the directional stability characteristics are presented in fig-
ures 11 and 12. Increases in Cng were noted up to Ts = 60°; losses in Cna occurred
at the higher angles of attack as Fs was increased to 90° with or without the vertical
tails. The losses in Cng occurred at lower angles of attack as Mach number was
increased.
The effects of negative dihedral of the outboard stabilizers are presented in fig-
ures 13 to 15. Increases in Cng accompanied increases in rs up to -90° with or
without the center-line vertical tail or vee-tail at all Mach numbers and positive angles
of attack.
Positive effective dihedral was noted for all positive-dihedral outboard-stabilizer
configurations at positive angles of attack (with or without center-line vertical tail) at all
Mach numbers (figs. 11 and 12). For the negative-dihedral outboard stabilizers, a region
of negative effective dihedral was noted up to about 6° angle of attack for configurations
without the vertical tail or vee-tail, especially at the lower Mach numbers (fig. 13). The
addition of the vee-tail eliminated this adverse roll effect at all positive angles of attack
at all Mach numbers (fig. 15). The addition of the center-line vertical tail reduced the
region of unfavorable C^ • however, at the lowest test Mach number a negative effective
dihedral occurred up to approximately 4° angle of attack (fig. 14(a)).
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
An investigation has been made in the Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel through a
Mach number range of 1.50 to 4.63 to determine systematically the effects of the addition
of outboard stabilizers and vertical- and vee-tail configurations on the longitudinal and
lateral-directional stability characteristics and aerodynamic performance of a low-wave-
drag elliptical body. The body had a longitudinal area distribution conforming to the
theoretical shape required to minimize the zero-lift hypersonic pressure drag under con-
straints of given length and volume.
1. The addition of the outboard stabilizers at 0° dihedral angle to the basic body
resulted in large increases in untrimmed maximum lift-drag ratio at the lower Mach num-
bers. At the higher Mach numbers, however, where the flow approached hypersonic con-
ditions, only minor improvements were noted. Increasing the stabilizer dihedral angle
from 0° positively or negatively resulted in losses in maximum lift-drag ratio.
2. An examination of the out-of-trim moment occurring at maximum lift-drag ratio
indicated considerably less out-of-trim moment for the stabilizers at positive dihedral
than at negative dihedral of equal magnitude.
3. Addition of the outboard stabilizers at 0° dihedral angle had a favorable effect on
the center of pressure, especially at the higher Mach numbers. Positive effective dihe-
dral was noted for all positive-dihedral outboard-stabilizer configurations at positive
angles of attack at all Mach numbers. A region of negative effective dihedral was noted
at low angles of attack for the outboard stabilizers at negative dihedral without vertical
tail or vee-tail, especially at the lower test Mach numbers.
4. The addition of a center-line vertical tail to the configuration having outboard
stabilizers at positive or negative dihedral caused large adverse yaw at high angles of
attack at the lower Mach numbers, which is attributable to body shed vortices acting on
the small-span tail. This adverse effect disappeared at Mach numbers of 3.96 and 4.63,
however, as the vertical tail became shadowed and the flow approached hypersonic
conditions.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Hampton, Va., May 23, 1973.
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Figure 2.- Typical model photographs.
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Figure 3.- Variation of base-pressure coefficient with angle of attack and Mach number.
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(a) M = 1.50.
Figure 4.- Effect of addition of outboard stabilizers (rs = 0°) and vertical tails (0V = 30°
and 90°) on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of the basic body.
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(b) M = 1.90.
Figure 4.- Continued.
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Figure 4.- Continued.
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Figure 4.- Continued.
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4.- Continued.
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(f) M = 4.63.
Figure 4.- Concluded.
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(a) M = 1.50.
Figure 5.- Effect of outboard-stabilizer dihedral on the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of the configuration without vertical tail. Ts = 0° to 90°.
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Figure 5.- Continued.
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Figure 5.- Continued.
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Figure 5.- Continued.
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Figure 5.- Continued.
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Figure 5.- Concluded.
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(a) M= 1.50.
Figure 6.- Effect of outboard-stabilizer dihedral on the longitudinal aerodynamic char-
acteristics of the configuration with center vertical tail on. rs = 0° to 90°.
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Figure 6.- Continued.
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Figure 6.- Concluded.
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Figure 7.- Effect of outboard-stabilizer dihedral on the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of the configuration without vertical tail. Ts = 0° to -90°.
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Figure 8.- Effect of outboard-stabilizer dihedral on the longitudinal aerodynamic char-
acteristics of the configuration with center vertical tail on. rs = 0° to -90°.
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Figure 8.- Continued.
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Figure 8.- Concluded.
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Figure 9.- Effect of outboard-stabilizer dihedral on the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of the configuration with vee-tail on. Ts = 0° to -90°.
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Figure 9.- Continued.
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Figure 9.- Continued.
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Figure 9.- Continued.
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Figure 9.- Concluded.
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Figure 10.- Effect of addition of outboard
and 900)
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Figure 10.- Continued.
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Figure 10.- Continued.
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Figure 10.- Continued.
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Figure 10.- Continued.
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Figure 10.- Concluded.
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Figure 11.- Effect of outboard-stabilizer dihedral on the lateral-directional stability
characteristics of the configuration without vertical tail. Ts = 0° to 90°.
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Figure 11.- Continued.
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Figure 11.- Continued.
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Figure 11.- Continued.
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Figure 11.- Continued.
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Figure 12.- Effect of outboard-stabilizer dihedral on the lateral-directional stability
characteristics of the configuration with center vertical tail on. rs = 0° to 90°.
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Figure 12.- Continued.
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Figure 12.- Continued.
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Figure 12.- Continued.
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Figure 12.- Concluded.
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Figure 13.- Effect of outboard-stabilizer dihedral on the lateral-directional stability
characteristics of the configuration without vertical tail. To = 0° to -90°
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Figure 13.- Continued.
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Figure 13.- Continued.
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Figure 23.- Continued.
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Figure 13.- Continued.
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Figure 13.- Concluded.
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Figure 14.- Effect of outboard-stabilizer dihedral on the lateral-directional stability char-
acteristics of the configuration with center vertical tail on. rs = 0° to -90°.
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Figure 14.- Continued.
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Figure 14.- Continued.
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Figure 14.- Continued.
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Figure 15.- Effect of outboard-stabilizer dihedral on the lateral-directional stability
characteristics of the configuration with vee-tail on. rs = 0° to -90°.
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Figure 15.- Continued.
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Figure 15.- Continued.
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Figure 15.- Continued.
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Figure 15.- Continued.
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Figure 15.- Concluded.
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Figure 16.- Effect of addition of outboard stabilizers (Ts = 0°) and vertical tails (0V = 30°
and 90°) on various pertinent longitudinal aerodynamic parameters of the basic body
as a function of Mach number.
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Figure 17.- Effect of outboard-stabilizer dihedral angles on various pertinent longitudinal
aerodynamic parameters of the configuration with center vertical tail on as a function
of Mach number. Ts = 0° to 90°.
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Figure 18.- Effect of outboard-stabilizer dihedral angles on various pertinent longitudinal
aerodynamic parameters of the configuration with center vertical tail on as a function
of Mach number. rs = 0° to -90°.
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Figure 19.- Effect of outboard-stabilizer dihedral angles on various pertinent longitudinal
aerodynamic parameters of the configuration with vee-tail on as a function of Mach
number. rs = 0° to -90°.
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